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LEHIGH UNIVERSITY
Department of Civi·l Engineering & Mechanics
Research Methods C.E.400
STRESSES IN i20-TON CRANE
New Eritz Laboratory Addition
Louis J. Debl;y
INTRODUCTION
During our class field trip to Baldwin'~ plant one could
not help but be impressed by the number of cranes that were
being used in the plant.
Practically every bay had at least one overhead crane.
and many others had 2 or 3 of different capacities. We find
that this same condition exists in many modern industrial plants
with a variation in the number of cranes. Besides unloading
heavy stock material, in smaller plant, they are strategically
located throughout the plant in order to ensure a continuous
flow of material.
The new crane in Fritz Laboratory addition will be an ex-
tremely impor,tant factor in the efficient operation of the lab.
It will be used to set up and move specimens together with the
necessary testing equipment. Since heavier test pieces will
now be used with the 5 million poUnd testing machine, it be-
comes imperative that we have a crane of sufficient capacity
to perform satisfactorily. The type of crane chosen to meet
the requirements is a 20-ton capacity Electric Overhead Travel-
ing crane.
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( a)
(b)
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PURPOSE
Structurally this type of crane consists of 2 large
simply supported girders which frame into end trucks, the
whole assembly being mobile. Since the trolley and hook
travel between the girders it is impossible to tie the girders
together horizontally.for the full travel of the trolley. The
common construction is to bolt large corner gussets at the
intersection of the girders and end truck in order to keep the
whole assembly square. This introduces end restraints in the
girders for horizontal loading and thus makes the structure
indeterminant. It was found that the effect of this end fixity
varies with the age of the crane as the bolts eventually be-
come loose and permits rotation at the joint.(2) Most designers
neglect this end effect and thus have it as an additional safety
factor. Specifications do allow the designer to reduce the
stresses at the centerline to 3/4 of the value as calculated
if no end fixity were considered.(l)
Due to the mobility of the crane, there are certain
forces present which are found only in this type of structure.
The designer must rely upon the specifications to guide him
thro-q.gh the design of the crane. Some of the clauses in the
specificatipns are not based on mathematical computations but
on experimental data and empirical values. Whether they are
conservative or liberal is the object of our investigation.
Can we justify these restrictions in the specifications? How
close do they represent the actual stresses in the structure?
These are the questions which we hope to answer or rather cast
more light upon them.
(c) There are certain operations that the crane must perform
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in order that we may measure the strains and consequently the
stresses from which we may obtain the impact loads.
I. First we will go through one cycle of loading the crane,
moving it and unloading it. We are now ready to lift the load.
The manner in which the hook engages the load will determine
the amount of impact. For example, if the hoist cable is slack
enough so that the hoist drum reaches full speed and then sud-
denly the load is engaged, the impact will cause considerable
additional stresses in the girders. In recent tests(2) it
was found that this jerk impact varied from 9-33% of the
lifted load. Specifications(l) require that the impact value
shall be taken as .5% of the maximum working load for each
foot per minute full load hoisting speed, but not less than 20%.
II. With the load being carried by the trolley we will move
it along the girders. As the trolley accelerates, it causes a
direct axial force on the girders which is transmitted in turn
to the runway girders. Braking the trolley will also cause
consideraple horizontal force. The maximum amount would be
for the trolley to hit the stops at either end at full speed.
This condition will cause maximum horizontal force on the sup-
PQFt}ng structure. The A.I.S;C. Specification 'requires the
girders ·to~esist a lateral force equal to 20% of the lifted
load plus the weight of the trolley.
III. As we start tne bridge down the runway, a torsional force
is set up in the crane girders. The specifications(l) state
that the girders must resist a torsional force equal to the
starting torque of the bridge motor at 200% of full load
'current multiplied by the gear· ratio between the motor and
line shaft.
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IV. While accelerating we have also a horizontal force acting
on the top of the girder. There is a tendency for the load,
trolley and all parts of the crane to resist the acceleration.
A similar force of greater magnitude is encountered as we brake
the crane and bring it to a stop. The crane will be run at
full speed, then the brakes applied. The maximum force would
occur as the wheels started to slide along the rails. Also
contributing to this force is the swing of the load. This peak
is reached when the tangent of swing is greater than the co-
efficient of friction, that is, the load is being decelerated more
than the bridge.(2) Specifications(l) require that this total
force should be considered as 20% of the maximum working load
plus the total weight of the crane minus the end trucks mul-
tiplied by the ratio of driven wheels to total number of wheels.
The effect of end fixity will also be determined during
these series of tests.
V. The effect of bad runway joints gives a very large impact
factor since the whole weight of the crane contributes to the
increase of stresses.(2) When the length of the cable between
the drum and the load is long, there occurs a cushioning effect
which reduces the impact. A certain amount of energy is ab-
sorbed in the cables. In a properly built runway the joints
should be staggered so that only one wheel hits a joint at one
time.
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DESCRIPTION OF CRANE AT
FRITZ LABORATORY ADDITION
. The crane (see rigure 1) is equipped with a main 20-ton
hoist having a 62'-6" lirt at a speed of 15 reet per minute.
In addition there is an auxiliary hoist or 5-ton capacity
having a 78'-0" lirt at a speed or 36 rt. per minute. The
drums are supported on a 4-wheel trolley which travels at a
speed of 100 reet per minute. The center to center dimension
or the trolley axles is 9'-0"~ The wheels are double rlanged
and travel on a 40 lb. rail which is attached to the top rlange
of girders by bent plate clips welded to the girder. The
bridge girders are two 33"WF sections at 200 lb. per root
spaced 11'-8" center to center and spanning 47'-8 1/21l~. The
west girder has a 4'-6'" catwalk supporting electric control
pane.ls. The end trucks are composed or two 18" channels,
bottoms of which are rlush with the bottom or the girders. The
wheels on the end trucks are double rlanged and spaced 16'-8"
center to center. The bumper to bumper dimension is 21'-2" •
. The bridge travels at a speed of 125 reet per minute. The
crane has pendant push button controls so that it may be op-
erated rrom the main testing floor. The end trucks rest on
60 lb. rail~sections clipped to the runway girders. A 15 inch
channel section with web horizontal is rivetted to the top
rlange or a 24 1l WF76 to rorm the runway girders which span
21'-4" in the interior bays and 21'-8" at the exterior bays.
The amount or end fixity which can be relied upon in this
crane is very questionable. In a WF section, it is .assumed
in design that the top rlange resists all or the horizontal
loads. As a result, ir end rixity is to be considered, the
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top flange must be connected to the end truck. In oUr end
truck assembly, the girders are flush with the bottom of the -
end trucks and a large corner gusset-is bolted in place. The
top of the girders are approximately 15 inches above the top
of thetrucks~ The connection at the top of the trucks con-
sists of an angle, bolted with 2 bolts to-the top flanges of
the end trucks and welded to the web of the girder. In order
that this connection be effective, there will be distortion in
the web of the girder.
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TEST PROCEDURE
(a) Instrumentation
The dead load stresses can be quite easily calculated
so that all of our tests will be dynamic. This means that our
instrumentation must be self-recording. ~ very satisfactory
method developed in Britain(3} is to use a reel cable attached
at one end to the traveling crane and the other to the instru-
ments which are placed on the floor. Two operators were re-
quired to take in or let out the cable as the crane moved a-
lo"ng .the runway. A came'ra was used to record the impact pat-
tern on a cathode ray oscillograph. They also used a Dudde11
oscillograph which will automatically record 6 circuits.
The instruments which we propose to use is the Brush re-
cording equipment. These instruments have one disadvantage in
that we will obtain the record of one circuit at a time so
that certain tests will need to be conducted more than once.
It is an accepted fact that it is practically impossible to
perform two tests exactly the same. SR-4 gages, type A-1 will
be used throughout as we do not expect to remain within the
elastic limit of the steel. The Brush recording instruments
may.':be mounted in, the crane cab thereby avoiding costly reels.
(b}'Dynamic ,Tests
(i) We 'will first place the trolley so that it will
produce the absolute maximum moment. This occurs when the
center of the girder is midway between the resultant of the
wheel loads and an adjacent wheel. Note that the position for
absolute maximum moment horizontally occurs at exactly the same
location. Now we will ottain a load of 20 tons or actually
any load from Which we can proportion the stresses for the
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20-ton maximum load. SR-4 gages will be placed at the top
and bottom flanges. The hook will engage the load at differ-
ent speeds so that we will get an indication of the jerk
impact. This test will set the girders in vibration, period
of which will:?e recorded on the Brush equipment which can
be checked against theoretical calculations.
(ii) . Using the same loading procedure we will not in-
vestigate the maximum shear on the web of the girder. The
trolley is moved up against the stop so as, to get as,close as
possible to the support. A strain rosette will be used to
determine the principal stresses in the web and will be
placed at the mid-depth of the girder.
(iii) Specifications(l) require that the deflection of
the girders for live load plus trolley shall not exceed~OI
inch per foot of span. On account of
the long span it would be uneconomical
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for this test is placed at the center of the span and the
effect of impact is not included.
(iv) As the bridge motor is started, it is necessary to
measure the torsional stresses carried by the girder. Strain
rosette gages must be placed near the ends the girders span,
attached to the flanges. These results will determine the
amount of horizontal· shear that is resisted by the flanges.
( v) Thi s te s tis to de te rmine the magni tude of the
stresses caused by acceleration and deceleration of the crane.
It is necessary to ~ok up SR-4 gages in a bridge pattern,
measuring the bending stresses and cancelling the effect of
direct stress. Since the rail will not allow us to mount
gages on the neutral axis of the flange, it will be necessary
to mount two gages on the web near
the upper fillet. These gages
subj~ct to the same stress will
cancel out· each other. It will
also be necess~ry to determine
the amount of stress carried by
'the bottom flange and those
nei;~~ary gages can be placed
;{,,,:~ ..;,.;;~ .
10qW .',/ .
as. qe,~:i,red. ,', The measuring
: '(
gag'ei/ may b/ placed at the
vertical edges of the flanges
and thus measure the maximum
strain. The crane will be
speeded up to full speed, then
braked. We will try to have
the, load sWinging to produce
maximum stress.
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We 'are also interested in the effect of end fixity. We
will mount gages on the top at the end trucks and determine
the stresses transmitted to them.
'(vi) 'The effect of bad joints can be simulated by placing
small wooden wedges about 3/4" high on the rails and have the
crane run over them at full speed. They will be placed on one
rail as previous experiments indicate that this is the severest
condition. (2) The trolley is again placed at the point of
absolute maximum moment and the test performed by recording the
strains at the center of the span.
(vii) The maximum stress in the runway girders will be
measured by placing a wheel load at the center of the span and
having the trolley as close as possible to the girder with im-
pact tests being carried out.
(viii) Avery important design consideration is the amount
of lateral load that the crane can
-=:[5.:-'::': 3.3,'~
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in the channel ,and bottom flange
rUl}way; span the' trolley will run up
transmit to the supporting structure
par~iculariy the girders. Placing
the wheel loa~ at the center of the
, ag~.t:fi'4;t the<s top traveling at full
,r'"""\;-
I , I', ·-'1.
speed~!: By ni~asuring the strains
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of ith~ girder this force may be
accurately determined.
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CONCLUSIONS
A careful crane operator may never subject the crane to
the severe conditions which we have during the test. Never-
theless, we are not certain that careless individuals may not
realize the limitations of the crane and may subject it to
. severe conditions with disastrous results.
The specifications state that the design combination
should take into account the stress condition which occurs
when the operator is decelerating while going over a bad run-
way joint. Since it is unlikely that the crane operator would
be using maximum braking force while carrying maximum load,
the lateral forces may be arbitrarily reduced by one half.
The resultant stress combination for which the crane would be
designed:in.:·such_·ajcase would be~the sum of the stresses due
to dead load, weight of tr911ey, lifted load, bad runway im-
pact, and one half of the lateral forces.
Using the data which we obtain from the tests, we will
compute the actual amount of impact which were recorded for
each test and compare them to the requirements of the speci-
fications. Should this program have a sponsor such as a
specification committee, we would submit the results together
with our recommendations for their consideration.
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